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Abstract 
Investigation of polymorphic variation in the  
growth differentiation factor-9 gene (GDF9) in New Zealand sheep breeds 
 
by 
Julia Anna Hardwick-Smith 
 
Introduction: Litter size is an important factor that can improve sheep production. There are many 
genes that have been investigated for their association with litter size, including the Booroola gene 
and Inverdale gene. GDF9 is a protein that is produced in the ovaries and regulates folliculogenesis, 
but has yet to be widely investigated for use in sheep breeding programmes in New Zealand. This 
study will therefore look for polymorphic variation in GDF9 in sheep breeds found in New Zealand. 
Methods and materials: Blood samples were taken from 16 sheep breeds from a range of sheep 
farms and collected on FTA cards. The breeds included Romney, Suffolk and Merino, which are found 
commonly throughout New Zealand. PCR-SSCP analysis was use to genotype a portion of the ovine 
GDF9 gene. Each of the variants found were also DNA sequenced. 
Results: Two variants of GDF9 were found using PCR-SSCP analysis. From the sequencing results it 
was found that one variant contained the variations previously described as G5 and G6 and the other 
did not. G5 is an alteration from the sequence in GenBank (accession number AF078545.2) involving 
the substitution A978G and G6 describes the substitution G994A. G6 results in the change of valine 
to isoleucine in the protein sequence. In all samples investigated in this study G5 and G6 always 
occured together if they were present at all. There was variation in frequency of the two variants of 
GDF9 in the Corriedale and South Down breeds compared with the other breeds investigated. These 
two breeds were also significantly different from each other.  
Discussion: Based on findings from other research papers to date, neither of the polymorphisms 
have a known effect on litter size. Further studies need to be carried out on the rest of the GDF9 
sequence in New Zealand sheep breeds to determine if they are carrying any of the other known, or 
possibly unknown, polymorphisms in GDF9, which may influence fecundity and litter size. 
Keywords:  Sheep, fecundity, litter size, GDF9, G5, G6, PCR-SSCP 
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Figure 2: Position of GDF9 on ovine chromosome 5 (Sadighi, Bodensteiner, Beattie, & Galloway, 
2002). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: 3D structure of the protein predicted for GDF9 from the sequence in GenBank accession 
number AF078545.2 (Zamani, Abdoli, Deljou, & Rezvan, 2015). 
2.2 Folliculogenesis: 
At birth a female mammal is born with all the gametes she will ever have. Throughout her life 
thousands will never reach maturity and will instead undergo atrophy in a process called 
folliculogenesis (Roche, 1996). Many endocrine and biochemical events are involved for ovulation to 
occur (Roche, 1996). The various stages of follicle development throughout folliculogenesis are 
shown in Figure 4, where at the antral follicle stage (image D) the oocyte can be expelled. A corpus 
luteum will form from the remaining follicular tissue, secreting progesterone to set the uterus up for 
pregnancy. During the luteal phase, many follicles will begin to develop in a wave, but only a single 
dominant follicle or low number of follicles will ovulate when formed at the end of the luteal phase. 
In order to increase litter size, expression of genes of the endocrine system that influence this phase 
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must be understood. Of these genes GDF9 is of interest based on previous reports of increased litter 
size when particular SNPs in this gene have been present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Development of follicles in the ovaries at various stages of folliculogenesis. A) Primordial 
follicle, B) primary follicle, C) secondary follicle and D) antral follicle (Bernal, Vickers, 
Hampton, Poynton, & Sloboda, 2010). 
2.3 Role of GDF9 in females: 
GDF9 is expressed only in the oocyte in follicles, from the one-layer of granulosa cells stage until after 
ovulation (Dong, et al., 1996).  
To determine the effect of GDF9 expression on the ovaries, Nicol et al. (2009) formed homozygous 
knockout mice that excluded exon 2, from GDF9, as it encodes for most of the mature protein. The 
ovaries of the homozygous knockout mice were smaller than the control mice but normal 
development of the primordial follicles to produce primary follicles occurred (Dong, et al., 1996). 
However, the primary follicles were not able to mature beyond having one layer of granulosa cells, so 
could not move the secondary follicle stage. An abnormal follicle from the knockout mice is shown in 
Figure 5 due to the lack of expression of GDF9. The follicles still formed a zona pellucida and grew to 
the same size as the control follicles for the same developmental stage, but they never formed a 
second layer of granulosa cells. Instead, atypical granulosa cells formed in an irregular pattern 
around the oocyte. A layer of theca cells was absent from the follicle at its most developed point and 
the knockout mice were therefore sterile due to the inability to form mature follicles. The deformed 
primary follicles never underwent atresia, as they had not matured enough to initiate this phase 
(Dong, et al., 1996) and the ovaries were correspondingly unable to form corpora lutea due to the 
absence of ovulation. 
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It is important to note that those heterozygous for the knockout of exon 2 were still fertile, so one 
active gene can express enough GDF9 for ovary function (Dong, et al., 1996). In summary GDF9 
appears to be essential for folliculogenesis (Laitinen, et al., 1998; Kolosov, et al., 2015). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Abnormal follicle growth due to lack of GDF9 expression. At the small arrow, there is one 
layer of granulosa cells, whereas at the larger arrow there are many granulosa cells 
(Dong, et al., 1996). 
The hormones, follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH) increased in 
concentration in the serum of homozygotes for the knockout of GDF9 as shown in Figure 6 (Dong, et 
al., 1996). Wild type dams had a mean concentration of FSH of 40 ng/ml, and the homozygous dams 
for the knockout had 140ng/ml in the serum. LH was present at a concentration of 13-15 ng/ml in the 
wild type and heterozygote, whereas the homozygous variant had 33 ng/ml in the serum. Due to the 
lack of GDF9 expression, a block had been created in the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis. Since 
the follicles were not developing further, more FSH and LH were secreted to encourage follicle 
development. However even with this increase it is not possible to move follicle growth onward 
without GDF9. No significant differences occurred between the heterozygotes and wild types This 
was expected, as the mice were still fertile. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Concentration of LH and FSH in the serum of mice that are wild type, heterozygous for the 
deletion of exon 2 of GDF9, and those homozygous for the deletion (Dong, et al., 
1996). 
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GDF9 is essential for folliculogenesis and to ensure the full maturation of the primary follicles where 
the absence of expression results in sterility. As a consequences of GDF9s ability to effect follicular 
growth, it follows that mutations in GDF9 might alter the reproductive potential of animals not only 
negatively, but also in a beneficial manner. The consequences of known variants of this gene in sheep 
will be discussed below.  
2.4 Role of GDF9 in males: 
Spermatogenesis is mediated by a range of hormones, cytokine and growth factors (Zhao, et al., 
2011). GDF9 also plays a role in the testes of males, particularly regulating the tight junctions of 
Sertoli cells “to allow passage of spermatocytes into the adluminal compartment, while maintaining 
the homeostasis of the seminiferous epithelium” (Zhao, et al., 2011). It is expressed in the testes of 
mouse, rat and human and specifically in two germ cell types: the large spermatocytes that are in the 
pachytene stage of prophase of meiosis I, and in post-meiotic, immature, round spermatoids 
(Fitzpatrick, Sindoni, & Shughrue, 1998). However, unlike females, GDF9 is not required for male 
fertility. Male mice that had GDF9 blocked were still fertile and had normal testes weights (Zhao, He, 
Guo, Wen, Zhang, & Dong, 2011). 
2.5 Human illness associated with GDF9: 
GFD9 has been associated with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) in human females (Wei, et al., 
2014). Females with PCOS present with a number of symptoms, including chronic anovulation, 
infertility and hyperandrogenism (Wei, et al., 2014). This is due to unusual follicle growth. In a study 
by Wei et al. (2014), GDF9 expression was found to be decreased in females that had PCOS, 
compared with those that did not. This association suggests that a lack of GDF9 expression may be 
one reason for infertility in humans.  
A lack of or reduced expression of GDF9 has also been associated with human kidney tumours, where 
the expression of GDF9 reduces the ability of  the kidney cancer cell to be invasive, develop and 
migrate (Du, Ye, Ruge, Yang, & Jiang, 2012). Human kidney cancer types, UMRC-2 and CAKI-2, no 
longer have expression of GDF9 compared with normal kidney tissue (Du, Ye, Ruge, Yang, & Jiang, 
2012). When tested in vitro, the over-expression of GDF9 reduced kidney cancer growth and 
migration (Du, Ye, Ruge, Yang, & Jiang, 2012). 
2.6 Known variants of GDF9 in sheep and their effects: 
Variants of GDF9 have been identified in different sheep breeds around the world. Some of these 
SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) have no effect on the ewes’ reproduction potential; others 
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have the ability to increase ovulation rate, while yet others result in the ewe being sterile. The 
reported findings are summarised in Table 2 and Figure 7. 
In Ireland, Hanrahan et al. (2004) identified 8 SNPs (Table 1) in F700-Belcare and Cambridge sheep. 
The SNPs were labelled G1-G8 for reference. G1 is a SNP in exon 1, G2 in the intron and the other 5 
are all SNPs present in Exon 2. G2, G3 and G5 do not result in an amino acid change and hence do not 
affect the protein but G1 results in a change of amino acid (arginine to histidine) at a site that is not 
on the mature peptide, so is predicted to not affect the mature protein. G4, on the other hand, 
produces, a change, from an acidic amino acid (glutamic acid) to a basic one (lysine), although this 
also occurs before the furin-processing site, so it is not expected to affect the mature protein.  
The substitution G6 and G7 variants involve non-polar to non-polar changes to the protein. G6 
creates a valine to isoleucine substitution and G7 a valine to methionine change. Both of these 
substitutions are in the mature protein. Increased fecundity has been associated with the G7 
substitution (Vage, Husdal, Kent, Klemetsdal, & Boman, 2013). 
The G8 SNP affects the mature protein and results in a substitution of serine for phenylalanine: a 
change from an uncharged polar group to a non-polar group. G8 results in sterility when homozygous 
(Hanrahan, et al., 2004). The ovaries of G8 homozygous ewes are similar in appearance to those in 
Inverdale homozygous ewes, where the ovaries are streaked. Heterozygous ewes are still fertile and 
Belcare ewes heterozygous for G8/FecGH had an increased ovulation rate of 1.79 ± 0.548, and the in 
the Cambridge ewes they had an increased ovulation rate of 2.35 ± 0.386, relative to non-carriers 
(Hanrahan, et al., 2004). 
Table 1: Eight polymorphisms of the GDF9 gene in Cambridge and F700-Belcare sheep. Base pair 
and residue places are from GenBank accession number AF078545 (Hanrahan, et al., 
2004). 
GDF9 
Variant 
Base 
Change 
Location 
Relative 
to 
AE078545 
Location in 
Coding 
Sequence 
Location in 
Mature Peptide  
Amino Acid Change 
G1 G-A 260 87  Arg (R) – His (H) 
G2 G-T 471 157  Unchanged Val (V) 
G3 G-A 477 159  Unchanged Leu (L) 
G4 G-A 721 241  Glu (E) – Lys (K) 
G5 A-G 978 326 8 Unchanged Glu (E) 
G6 G-A 994 332 74 Val (V) – Ile (I) 
G7 G-A 1111 371 53 Val (V) – Met (M) 
G8/ (FecGH) C-T 1184 395 77 Ser (S) – Phe (F) 
 
Primers used by Hanrahan et al. (2004) were designed from the nucleotide sequence of GenBank 
accession number AF078545. The PCR products were then sequenced by the ABI 373 sequencer. 
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Where SNPs were present, new primers were derived to encompass them for genotyping,  using 
polymerase chain reaction-single strand conformation polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) analysis.  
In Chile; Chilota, Araucana and Austral sheep were analysed for the FecG1 SNP and FecGH SNP (Paz, 
Quinones, Bravo, Montaldo, & Sepulveda, 2014). The FecGH SNP was not present in the Chilota and 
Araucana ewes, but FecG1 was. Austral sheep did not have either GDF9 SNP. Some Chilota and 
Araucana sheep expressed the FecG1 SNP. 
The heterozygous Chilota ewes had litter sizes of 1.56 ± 0.08 and the wild type 1.25 ± 0.09. A similar 
effect occurred in the Araucana ewes, but it was not significantly different to the wild type ewes. No 
ewes homozygous for FecG1 were observed.  
In Iran, fat-tailed sheep of four breeds; Afshari, Baluchi, Makui, Mehraban, were analysed by PCR-
RFLP for SNPs in GDF9 (Javanmard, Azadzadeh, & Esmailizadeh, 2011). G1 was found to be 
polymorphic in these breeds and had an influence on litter size. Sheep heterozygous for G1 had a 
litter size of 1.78 ± 0.07, while the wild type sheep had average litter sizes of 1.16 ± 0.05. No 
homozygous sheep for G1 were present within the sheep analysed.  
Mehraban ewes were studied for polymorphisms in GDF9 (Abdoli, Zamani, Deljou, & Rezvan, 2013). 
Genomic DNA was extracted from blood samples and PCR-SSCP analysis performed using exon 1. The 
fragment contained the G1 SNP. However, this study indicated that G1 had no effect on the 
reproduction potential of Mehraban sheep. 
Small Tail Han sheep have lambing percentages averaging 261% (Zheng, 1989) and 265.2%  hence 
were analysed for variation in GDF9 (Wang, Li, & Wei, 1990). Data on litter was collected for each 
ewe and a 10 ml blood sample and genomic DNA extracted. PCR-SSCP analysis was performed on the 
genomic DNA for each of the two exons (Chu, et al., 2011). A SNP in each exon presented in the 
results. The SNP in exon 1 was G3 and the SNP in exon 2 was novel. The exon 2 SNP resulted in a base 
pair change G729T. This resulted in amino acid change of glutamine to histidine. None of the ewes 
analysed presented as homozygotes for this SNP. The heterozygotes had on average 2.88 ± 0.19 
lambs in a litter, whereas the homozygous wild types had on average 0.77 less lambs per litter 
(P<0.01).  
Another SNP that resulted in changes to the ewe’s fecundity was FecGV or called Vacaria (de Souza, 
McNeilly, Benavides, Melo, & Moraes, 2014). This variant was found in Ill de France ewes in Brazil (de 
Souva, McNelly, Benavides, Melo, & Moraes, 2012). The variation resulted in a sequence change 
C943T, which caused a change of amino acid, Arg315Cyc in the peptide sequence. The location of this 
SNP is in the generally conserved region of the RHHR (furin processing) cleavage site, where the first 
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R is substituted. The impact of this SNP caused an ovulation rate of 2.1 ± 0.1 for those homozygous 
for the SNP while the ewes that did not have the SNP had an ovulation rate of 1.2 ± 0.1. 
Santa Ines sheep had another variant in GDF9 known as FecGE (Silva, et al., 2011). This resulted in a 
change of residue at position 345 in the propeptide from phenylalanine to cysteine. Those 
homozygous for FecGE are approximately 96.3% likely to have multiple ovulations, whereas 
heterozygous ewes are approximately 31% likely to have multiple ovulations and homozygote non-
carriers are 14% likely to have multiple births, therefore the affect is additive. Homozygotes are 
approximately 44% likely to have twins. PCR-RFLP was used to calculate the prolificacy of the 
genotypes. Purified DNA from an agarose gel was sequenced using the ABI 3700 sequencer. 
Vage, Husdal, Kent, Klemetsdal, & Boman (2013) found increased fecundity from the G7 SNP in 
Norwegian White sheep, where the heterozygote has an intermediate phenotype, producing 0.2-
0.25 more lambs than the homozygous wild type. The homozygote for the G1111A change produced 
0.46-0.57 more lambs. Genotyping was performed on the DNA from 7 rams with high estimated 
breeding values (EBV) for litter size and 6 rams with low EBVs were also sequenced to determine the 
effect of the SNP.  
Nicol, et al. (2009) studied a variant that Hanrahan, et al. (2004) did not. This was the FecTT variant, 
found in Thoka Sheep. The base pair change, A1279C, resulted in an amino acid change at 427 in the 
propeptide and residue 109 in the mature peptide from Serine (neutral, polar) to Arginine (basic, 
polar). 0.6 extra lambs were produced by heterozygotes compared with the controls. The 
homozygotes for FecTT were sterile (Silva, et al., 2010; Walling, Bishop, et al., 2002). Sheep suspected 
to have the FecTT variant were selected along with those suspected to be wild type, based on 
ovulation rate known via laparoscopy. RNA was extracted from the ovary and first strand cDNA 
synthesis completed. The GDF9 region was amplified and primers formed to “sequence the gene 
using Big Dye 3.1 cycle sequencing chemistry, on ABI PRISM 3100 Genetic Analyser” (Nicol, et al., 
2009). 
Finnish Landrace sheep (Finnsheep) were analysed for GDF9 SNPs (Mullen & Hanrahan, 2014). The 
G7 variation was the only polymorphism present, even when the whole gene was sequenced. FecGE, 
FecGH and FecGT were not present. In this paper they also named the G7 variation as FecGF. There 
was no significant effect of FecGF on the reproduction performance of Finnsheep. However there was 
a trend towards it, where all those in the high selection line homozygous for FecGF, had an ovulation 
rate of 4.45 ± 0.189. None of the ewes in the low group were homozygous for FecGF.  
Thirteen SNPs have previously been recorded in the literature, eight of which result in the change of 
an amino acid. Many of these changes have been associated with increases in fecundity, although 
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these associations have only been studied in a limited number of breeds, therefore should be used 
with caution. It does, however, suggest that there are variants within GDF9 that could be found in 
other breeds and the SNPs exploited for their ability to increase litter size.
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Table 2: Summary of previously published SNPs in GDF9. Positions are numbered from the coding region of the accession number AF078545 in GenBank. 
GDF9 Variant Coding 
base (bp) 
Amino Acid Position of 
Amino Acid in 
Mature 
Peptide 
Amino Acid Change Reproductive effect Reference 
 A152G 51  Asparagine (N) to Aspartic 
Acid (D)  
Detected in Hu sheep, Dorset 
sheep and Suffolk Sheep 
(Li, Chu, & Wang, 2003) 
G1 / FecG1 G260A 87  Arginine (R) – Histidine 
(H) 
 (Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
G1 / FecG1 G260A 87   Chiltota Sheep: 
Homozygous wild type: 1.25 ± 
0.09 lambs per litter 
Heterozygous: 1.56 ± 0.08 lambs 
per litter 
(Paz, Quinones, Bravo, 
Montaldo, & Sepulveda, 
2014) 
 
G1 / FecG1 G260A 87   Afshari, Baluchi, Makui and 
Mehraban sheep: 
Homozygous wild type: 
1.16±0.05 lambs per litter 
Heterozygous: 1.78±0.07 lambs 
per litter 
(Javanmard, Azadzadeh, & 
Esmailizadeh, 2011) 
 
G1 / FecG1 G260A 87   Mehraban sheep: 
No effect on reproduction traits 
(Abdoli, Zamani, Deljou, & 
Rezvan, 2013) 
G2 G471T 157  Unchanged Valine (V)  (Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
G3 G477A 159  Unchanged Leucine (L)  (Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
G4 G721A 241  Glutamine (E) – Lysine (K)  (Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
 G729T 243  Glutamine (E) – Histidine 
(H) 
Small Tail Han sheep:  
Homozygous wild type: 2.11 ± 
0.10 lambs per litter 
Heterozygous: 2.99 ± 0.19 per 
litter  
(Chu, et al., 2011) 
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FecGv / 
Vacaria 
 
C943T 315  Arginine (R) – Cysteine (C) 
 
Ill de France sheep: 
Homozygous wild type: 1.2 ± 0.1 
eggs per ovulation and litter size 
1.2 ± 0.1 
Heterozygous: 2.1± 0.1 eggs per 
ovulation and litter size was 1.5 ± 
0.1 
N.B. The sheep measured for 
ovulation rate and litter size 
were not the same group of 
sheep. 
(de Souva, McNelly, 
Benavides, Melo, & 
Moraes, 2012) 
 
G5 A978G 326 8 Unchanged Glutamine (E) Present in Cambridge sheep (Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
G6 G994A 332 74 Valine (V) – Isoleucine (I) Present in Cambridge sheep 
Present in Thoka sheep 
(Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
(Nicol, et al., 2009) 
FecGE 
(Embrapa) 
 
 
Not 
available 
345  Phenylalanine (F) – 
Cysteine (C) 
 
Santa Ines sheep: 
Homozygous wild type: 1.13  ± 
0.02 lambs per litter  
Heterozygous ewes: 1.44  ± 0.03 
lambs per litter 
Homozygous for FecGE: 1.78 ± 
0.03 lambs per litter 
(Silva, et al., 2011) 
 
G7/FecGF  G1111A 371 53 Valine (V) – Methionine 
(M) 
 (Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
G7/FecGF  G1111A 371 53 Valine (V) – Methionine 
(M) 
Norwegian White sheep: 
Daughters of homozygous rams 
for the G7 SNP will produce 0.46-
0.57 more lambs compared with 
the wild type. 
Daughters of heterozygous rams 
will produce 0.20-0.25 more 
lambs than the homozygous wild 
type.  
 
(Vage, Husdal, Kent, 
Klemetsdal, & Boman, 
2013) 
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G7/FecGF  G1111A 371 53 Valine (V) – Methionine 
(M) 
Finnish Landrace sheep: 
No significant association could 
be reported although the trend 
suggested that homozygote wild 
type ewes had 2.53 ± 0.049 
lambs per litter. 
Heterozygous ewes 2.70 ± 0.067 
lambs per litter 
Homozygous for FecGF ewes had 
4.00 ± 0.374 lambs per litter 
(Mullen & Hanrahan, 2014) 
G8/ (FecGH) C1184T 395 77 Serine (S) – Phenylalanine 
(F) 
 
Belcare and Cambridge sheep: 
Heterozygous, Belcare: 1.79 ± 
0.548 eggs per ovulation  
Heterozygous, Cambridge: 2.35 ± 
0.386 eggs per ovulation 
Homozygous ewes for FecGH are 
sterile 
(Hanrahan, et al., 2004) 
 
FecTT/FecGT A1279C 427 109 Serine (S) – Arginine (R) 
 
Thoka sheep: 
Heterozygote have 0.6 more 
lambs than homozygous ewes 
with the wild type, giving 1.87 
lambs per litter 
Homozygous ewes for FecGT are 
sterile 
(Nicol, et al., 2009) 
(Walling, Bishop, Pong-
Wong, Gittus, Russel, & 
Rhind, 2002) 
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2.7 Other genes that effect fecundity: 
GDF9 is not the only gene that was been found to affect the fecundity of ewes. Other notable genes 
include the Inverdale gene, FecXI, and the Booroola gene, FecB. Other less known fecundity genes 
include Hanna, Galway, Woodlands and Lacaune (Davis, 2004). 
The Inverdale gene (FecX) is the result of a single nucleotide substitution on the X-chromosome in 
BMP15 (Davis, 2004; Davis, McEwan, Fennessy, Dodds, & Farquhar, 1991). Ewes heterozygous for the 
Inverdale gene, produce on average, 0.6 more lambs per lambing than those homozygous for the 
control genotype (Davis, 2004). However, when they are homozygous for FecX, they have small 
ovaries that are not properly developed and are sterile due to ovarian hypoplasia (Davis, 2004). This 
gene can be advantageous to improve lambing percentage caused by increased ovulation rate, but a 
meticulous management plan must be in place to ensure that ewes do not produce lambs that are 
homozygous for the Inverdale gene destined to be replacements. 
Piper & Bindon (1982) were the first to suggest that the gene affecting the fecundity of the Booroola 
Merino was due to a single autosomal gene, or possibly a group of closely linked genes. The Booroola 
gene was located on chromosome 6 (Montgomery, et al., 1993). In 2001, 3 research groups 
discovered the SNP of the Booroola locus, almost simultaneously. The SNP was located in Bone 
morphogenic  protein (BMPR1B) (Souza, MacDougall, Campbell, McNeilly, & Baird, 2001; Wilson, et 
al., 2001; Mulsant, et al., 2001). The Booroola gene originated from the dwarf Garole sheep from 
northeast India, and so Booroola sheep are descended from these (Davis, et al., 2002; Turner, 1980). 
Ewes that are heterozygous for the Booroola variation produced 1.5 more eggs than control ewes 
and on average this leads to the birth of one extra lamb. Whereas those ewes that are homozygous 
for the variation ovulated 3 extra eggs and produced on average 1.5 lambs additional lambs per 
lambing (Davis, 2004). Hence the effect of the Booroola gene is additive unlike the Inverdale gene, 
and the level of management is not required to be as high as for the Inverdale gene. 
Variations within GDF9 that increase fecundity have the potential to increase lambing percentage 
and hence increase farm profits, particularly G1, FecGv, FecGE, G7, G8 and FecGT. Although, G8 and 
FecGT result in sterile ewes in the homozygous state, which if used in a breeding system would not be 
any more advantageous than the Inverdale gene. Variations including G1, FecGv, FecGE and G7 could 
be highly valuable to incorporate into a flock, due to an increase in lambing percentage observed in 
heterozygotes and homozygotes for the SNPs, due to the additive effect of the SNPs. Therefore, 
some of these SNPs could be exploited by New Zealand sheep farmers to increase lambing 
percentage, where management plans allow. 
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2.8 Environmental influence on fecundity/fertility/litter size:  
Fertility is a low heritability trait. Fogarty (1995) reported a heritability estimate average less than 
0.10, and therefore environmental factors play a considerable influence on the phenotype expressed, 
in this case litter size. Equation 1 describes how the phenotype expressed, litter size, is due to the 
combined effects of the genotype, environment and the genotype x environment interaction.  
Equation 1: Factors effecting phenotype: Genotypic variance (VG); Environmental variance (VE);  
GxE interaction variance (VGE). 
𝑃 = 𝑉𝐺 + 𝑉𝐸 + 𝑉𝐺𝐸 
The phenotype of an individual can be partly controlled by its genes, although the phenotype may 
not be appear as predicted due to the environment. The environment plays a role on the litter size 
that the ewe will produce. This not only includes the weather and the feed available, but also the 
ewe’s own internal environment where the egg will be ovulated and then fertilised, as well as the 
uterus, that will be the home of the developing lamb while in utero. Some of these factors the farmer 
can influence while others cannot be.  
Firstly, the physical condition of the ewe must be taken into account. This is particularly focusing on 
the condition of the ewe prior to conception as this is the time ovulation occurs. The more eggs that 
are released the more lambs the ewe could birth. Shorten et al. (2013) reported a quadratic 
relationship between ewe weight and litter size. Ewes over weight and those under weight will have 
fewer lambs than the ewes at a moderate weight, although increased weight was linearly associated 
with increased ovulation rate as illustrated in Figure 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Effect of ewe weight on mean litter size (A) and mean ovulation rate (B) for a mixed group 
of breeds (Shorten, et al., 2013). 
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Nutrition can also effect the expression of GDF9. Bernal (2010) found that mRNA expression levels 
were decreased in the ovaries of offspring rats that had a lower nutritional intrauterine environment 
(p=0.004), Figure 9. The dams were fed 50% of what the control dams were. Offspring were killed 
150 days after birth and measurements taken. The decreased mRNA expression of GDF9 was altered 
due to the decrease of nutrition received intrauterine, even though diet was normalised after birth. 
Thus the alterations that occur in intrauterine follow them through from birth into their adult lives, 
therefore the maintenance of lower GDF9 expression is likely to be an epigenetic effect, causing a 
reduced ovarian reserve for the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Effect of the control and 50% nutrition during pregnancy on the level of mRNA expression 
of GDF9 in the ovaries. Modified from (Bernal, Vickers, Hampton, Poynton, & Sloboda, 
2010). 
The weather is also likely to have an impact on litter size. Extreme weather can put the ewe under 
stress and depending on what stage in her cycle or already carrying her lambs may jeopardise litter 
size. 
The age of the ewe affects litter size. Shorten et al. (2013) reported that ewes of ages 2 and 6 had 
smaller litter sizes than those aged 3, 4 and 5 years of age, Figure 10. The embryo was also more 
likely to die in younger ewes (2-3 years of age) than ewes older than 3 years. 
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Figure 10: Effect of age on litter size for a mixed group of sheep breeds (Shorten, et al., 2013). 
The season that mating occurs greatly influences ewe’s reproductive potential depending on the 
breed. Sheep are seasonal breeders due to the melatonin expression patterns that occur throughout 
the year. During the spring and summer months, ewes are not as likely to be in oestrus and are 
therefore unable to become pregnant (Notter, 2002). The autumn months are when ewes are most 
likely to be in oestrus. This means that the number of lambs born into a flock will be higher if ewes 
get pregnant in autumn compared with spring. 
The quality of the ram also has the ability to effect the lambing percentage of ewes. Where lower 
quality semen occurs in a particular ram, there is a lower chance of fertilisation per egg. This results 
in certain rams having more offspring than others, even when the same number of ewes are 
mounted (Sanchez-Davila, et al., 2015). 
It is not only the genetic factors that can alter fecundity and litter size, but also many environmental 
factors that must be taken into account when trying to increase the number of progeny. 
2.9 Can flocks be managed with higher lambing numbers: 
The more lambs a ewe can produce per lambing, the higher farm productivity and breeding efficiency 
will be. However, a high lamb to ewe ratio can also decrease the returns, as there is likely to be a 
higher proportion of lamb deaths (Muir & Thomson, 2009). It is therefore important to remember 
that the maximum is not always the optimum. Each farm has its own particular management plan, 
based on the size of the farm itself, the breeds it runs, the climate, environment, topography and 
many other factors.  
As a result, some farms can reap the best results with twins, while others may be able to manage an 
increased number of triplets. The survival of triplets is the hardest, but when achieved, is the most 
productively efficient. Factors that influence lamb survival include: “weather, ewe genotype, litter 
size, lamb birth weight, ewe behaviour, ewe age, ewe nutrition, ewe colostrum and milk production, 
mineral status, stress and uterine environment” (Muir & Thomson, 2009). Triplets are more affected 
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by these factors compared with single born and twin born lambs. In a study by Muir & Thomson 
(2009) lamb survival rate for singles was 90%, twins at 88% and triplets much lower at 77%. Farms 
that desire triplets have various management plans in place to ensure ewes have optimal conditions 
to best care for their multiple lambs. 
The birth weight of lambs is an important factor affecting birth survival at an early age (Hinch, 
Crosbie, Kelly, Owens, & Davis, 1985). There are many ways to accomplish this. Throughout 
gestation, ewes should be well-fed to ensure lamb development intrauterine. After lambing, ewes 
should also be well-fed to ensure they can produce enough to milk to feed their offspring. By 
scanning ewes prior to lambing, ewes with multiple lambs can be put into separate mobs from 
singles and kept at a lower stocking rate to ensure more feed is available. It is advantageous to keep 
ewes bearing multiple lambs on easier contoured land for simple access, should they require help 
during the birthing process or post parturition. 
Although causes of bearings are not yet fully understood, bearing rates among ewes can increase in 
those carrying multiple lambs. In an effort to decrease bearings many management strategies have 
been discussed, including the feed type and keeping ewes on the flats and “just hoping for the best” 
(Beef+LambNZ, 2012). 
The weather and environment varies from year to year and, as a result, so too does the management 
of the farm in order to sustain the life of the lambs. Wind chill can be different each year at the 
average time of lambing and hence effect lamb survival (Hinch, Crosbie, Kelly, Owens, & Davis, 1985). 
However as long as lambs are well fed prior to birth and are of a healthy weight, their chances of 
survival are higher. 
It is therefore possible and practical to have ewes that are capable of multiple births of twins, or 
even better, triplets. A well thought through management plan needs to be put in place in order to 
ensure the survival of lambs, whether they are born as twins, triplets, or quadruplets. 
2.10 What next? 
If a polymorphism of GDF9 exists in this study and it accounts for increased fecundity in ewes, a 
gene-marker test can be developed that farmers can use to test the genotype of their sheep to aid in 
the management of producing more lambs each year. The ability to use a gene-marker test allows for 
the easy determination of the genotype of sheep, without the need to keep reliable pedigree 
information. When solely selecting for fertility, scanning and lambing results are not efficient due to 
the low heritability of this trait (Kolosov, et al., 2015). However, using gene-markers would be far 
more efficient by directly selecting for the genes of interest. It is also important to keep in mind that 
many environmental factors can alter reproductive potential. If ewes have EID tags to record their 
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scanning and lambing percentages each year. Based on the data collected, their lamb genotypes can 
potentially be ascertained based on the rams genotype. By using a gene-marker test, the lambs can 
have their blood collected at lambing or tailing and sorted the next time they are in the yards. This 
has the advantage that the farmer does not have to wait until they have produced lambs themselves 
for a few years, to know what their reproductive potential is.  
2.11 Research Question: 
Many polymorphisms in GDF9 have been studied around the world, but had not been studied in New 
Zealand prior to this investigation. Many of the polymorphisms have also been associated with 
increases in reproductive potential, making GDF9 and ideal candidate to study further in New 
Zealand sheep breeds. If polymorphisms are present, the use of genetic markers could be used to 
take advantage of these genes. 
The aim of this dissertation is to analyse a selection of New Zealand sheep breeds for possible 
polymorphisms of GDF9 within the region of exon 2. If any are found, investigate if they are 
associated with litter size. 
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3.3 PCR-SSCP analysis and genotyping of GDF9: 
Two PCR primers were designed, by Dr Huitong Zhou. The forward primer sequence used was        
3’-GCTGAGGGTGTAAGATCGTC-5’ and the reverse primer sequence was                                            
3’-ATAAGCGATTGAGCCATCAGG-5’. The primers were designed based on the published sequence 
AF07854.2 to amplify an amplicon that encompassed 7 SNPs from exon 2 reported in the literature 
that had an association with litter size. This included the SNPs: FecGV, G5, G6, FecGE, FecGF, FecGH 
and FecGT.  
PCR was performed with the reagent amounts to make up 15 μl per tube as outlined in Table 3. The 
thermal cycling methods were 1. 94°C for 2 min, 2. 94°C for 30 sec, 3. 59°C for 30 sec, 4. 72°C for 40 
sec, 5. Repeat steps 2-4 for 42 cycles. 6. 72°C for 5 min. Amplification was carried out in S1000 
thermal cyclers (Bio-Rad). 
Table 3: Reagents used for PCR amplification. 
Reagent:  μL 
10x Buffer 1.5 
5x Q-Solution (Qiagen) 1.5 
MgCl2 1.5 
dNTPs 0.9 
Primer (0.25µM) 0.75 
Taq DNA polymerase 0.06 
H2O 8.79 
Total 15 
 
Amplicons were visualised on 1% Agarose gel by electrophoresis after each refinement of the PCR 
method (the refinement of the PCR protocol is described in the discussion). The 1% agarose gel was 
used to confirm that the DNA had been amplified before subjecting them to SSCP analysis. The 
agarose gels were made using 0.3 g agarose powder with 30 mL of 1x TBE buffer (89mM Tris, 89 mM 
Boric acid, 2 mM Na2EDTA) and 200 ng/mL ethidium bromide. They were left to set for two hours 
before use at room temperature. Two μL of the PCR product was mixed with 1 μL of loading dye and 
loaded into each well. The gel was run at 100 volts for 10 minutes and visualized by ultraviolet trans-
illumination. If there was a single distinct band the samples could then be used for SSCP analysis. 
For SSCP analysis, a 3.5 μL aliquot of each amplicon was mixed with 11.5 μL of loading dye (98 % 
formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.025 % bromophenol blue, 0.025 % xylene-cyanol). The mixed samples 
were then heated at 95 ˚C for 5 min, before being rapidly cooled on wet ice. Fifteen μL of each 
sample and a reference for each variant was then loaded into the individual wells on 20 cm x 18.5 cm 
12% acrylamide:bisacrylamide (37.5:1)(Bio-Rad) gels. The full list of reagents are given in Table 4.  
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Table 4: Reagents used per 20cmx 18.5cm SSCP Gel. 
Reagent: 1x Gel 
Water (mL) 20.7 
40% Acrylamide/Bis Solution 37.5:1 (mL) 12.3 
10xTBE (mL) 1.75 
10% APS (μL) 210 
TEMED (μL) 21 
 
Electrophoresis was performed using Protean II xi cells (Bio-Rad) for 19 hours in 0.5 × TBE at 350 V at 
7 ˚C. The SSCP gels were silver-stained according to the methods of Byun, Fang, Zhou, & Hickford 
(2009). The gels were first soaked in a silver nitrate solution (10% ethanol, 0.5% acetic acid, and 0.2% 
silver nitrate) for 10 minutes then the solution was removed. The gels were washed with RO water 
for 1 minute then the water was discarded. Next 250 mL of warmed developing solution (3% NaOH 
and 0.1% HCOH pre-warmed to 55°C) was added to the baths. The gels were left to develop for 10 
minutes or until bands were clear, then placed in a fixing solution (10% Ethanol, 0.5% - Acetic Acid) 
for 2 minutes and laid out on paper. Gels can be stored for an extended period when dried out at 
75°C for 45 minutes on a dehydrating plate or a period of time in an airtight bag in a fridge. 
3.4 Sequencing: 
Dr Huitong Zhou, purified the DNA from the two different banding patterns identified by PCR-SSCP 
that appeared to be homozygous. These were sequenced in both directions at the Lincoln University 
DNA Sequencing Facility. Sequence alignment and comparison were carried out using DNAMAN 
5.2.10 (Lynnon BioSoft, Vaudreuil, Canada).  
3.5 Statistical analysis: 
Chi-square analysis was used to test the data for differences in variant frequency between breeds 
and the possible differences in Romney variant frequency between three different farms: HTSI, 
Kohunui and Waihi. Analysis was performed using Microsoft Office Excel (2011). For Chi-square 
analysis of the different breeds, five Romney samples from each of the three farms, HTSI, Kohunui 
and Waihi, were randomly selected for analysis. Each breed was also analysed by Chi-square analysis 
to find out if they fitted the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This was determined by comparing the 
observed genotype frequencies with the expected genotype frequencies based on the proportion of 
the two variants present in the populations.  
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4.5 GDF9 association with litter size: 
It could not be determined whether there was an association between the variants determined in 
this study and litter size for ewes from the HTSI. 101 ewes from the HTSI group had the genotype AA 
and gave birth at least once in the three years that birth rank data was recorded, while only four 
ewes with the AB genotype did the same. Therefore, as the sample size of each group was different, 
this analysis was not performed. 
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this genotype. It was the only breed to have over 50% of the samples with the BB genotype, as all 
others had a higher proportion of the AA genotype, except White Dorpers that had an equal 
proportion of AA homozygous and AB heterozygous sheep. Suffolk sheep also had more 
heterozygous sheep than those with the AA genotype. Corriedale, Dorper and Finnish Landrace 
breeds all had no sheep with the BB genotype. This suggests that these breeds have a low frequency 
of the B variant present in the population, rather than the homozygous BB genotype having a 
detrimental effect on the ability to survive. More sampling may have revealed homozyous individuals 
for the BB genotype. However, it is also possible that there is an advantage for sheep being 
homozygous for the A variant as 71% of the sheep sampled had this genotype, while there may be a 
disadvantage associated with having the B variant homozygous genotype as 7% of the samples had 
this form. 22% were heterozygous for the two variants. Selection pressures for having the AA 
genotype may have caused this directional selection. It is not likely that the particular SNPs present 
in the variants studied here would be advantageous, but that the SNPs could be linked to another 
variant or variants that are. As suggested first, the decreased genotype frequency may be due to the 
lack of the B variants present. This may instead be due to factors that can alter the variant pool. 
These include a bottle neck effect, natural selection, artificial selection and inbreeding. These 
genotype proportions would have only been more emphasised with continuous inbreeding and 
artificial selection of the breed. The opposite trend occurs in South Down, where there is a larger 
proportion of BB variants than AA variants. In this breed, an evolutionary event may have resulted in 
a variant pool with less A variants and thus the AA genotype is decreased. More research would be 
required to explain the variation seen in the genotypes between the species, and understanding 
variant frequency would also improve this.  
5.2 G5 and G6 single nucleotide polymorphisms: 
Upon sequencing of the amplicons, two SNPs were found. Both of these had been previously 
reported by Hanrahan et al. (2004) and called G5 and G6. G5 is the result of a silent substitution of a 
base pair change A978G, resulting in an unchanged glutamine due to the degeneracy of the codons. 
G6 is also a substitution G994A that causes an amino acid change of valine to isoleucine at position 
332 of the coding residue and position 74 in the mature peptide. Valine and isoleucine are both 
amino acids with hydrophobic side chains, where isoleucine is one carbon longer, Figure 17. To date 
G6 has not been reported to have an association with fecundity, which suggests this amino acid 
change is of little significance and does not alter the action of the GDF9 protein. However, further 
analysis will be required to confirm this.  
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Figure 17: Valine and isoleucine, both branched, nonpolar amino acids with hydrophobic side 
chains. 
Chi-square analysis revealed that Corriedale and South Down breeds had variant pools that were 
significantly different from the other breeds sampled, Figure 15 and Table B. 2. The frequency of the 
two variants in Corriedale and South Down breeds were also significantly different from one another, 
where the percentage of A variants in Corriedale was 98% and in South Down 28%. Thus, these breed 
populations are the least genetically similar for this variant. On the other hand, this does not suggest 
they will be the most genetically dissimilar throughout the rest of the genome. All the other breeds 
have a similar genetic pool for this variant. The reason for Corriedale and South Down sheep having 
such different gene pools could be similar to that discussed above in the genotype section. Where 
with continued artificial selection and inbreeding from a small genetic pool, the proportion of the A 
and B variants present in a pool becomes more extreme with more generations. A small genetic pool 
may have been created by a bottle neck effect that may have occurred at some time in their 
ancestors’ history. Only a portion of the breed’s total population was selected to make the journey to 
New Zealand and of those, a number would have likely died on the journey, thus limiting the genetic 
pool that future progeny could have in generations to come. It could also be that either of the 
variants are linked to different variations within the genome that have an advantage, hence, none of 
the breeds presented with a variant pool that contains 50% of the A variant and 50%  of the B 
variant. Merino is the closest to this, with 66% of the variants being of the B type and 34% are the B 
type. However, why or how this has occurred cannot be determined in this study, but further 
research could determine this. 
Interestingly, even though the amplicon amplified in this study encompassed 7 SNPs previously 
reported in the literature, including FecGV, G5, G6, FecGE, G7, G8 and FecGT, only 2 SNPs were 
present in all of the breeds studied here. Based on the variation present in other breeds, it is 
surprising that not more of the SNPs were present in this study. 
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The other breeds that have been analysed in this study have not been mentioned in other papers in 
relation to work with GDF9 to date, besides Finnish Landrace. G5 and G6 may have been found in 
other breeds but not expressly mentioned in the papers. This may be because they have so far been 
regarded as SNPs that have no effect on the expression of GDF9 and are therefore not considered of 
interest. Finnish Landrace sheep have previously been studied for GDF9 variation (Mullen & 
Hanrahan, 2014). They also lacked the variants, FecGE, FecGH and FecGT, but a proportion did present 
with the FecGF variant. In this study even though the FecGF SNP was encompassed in the amplicon it 
was not present in the Finnish Landrace sheep studied and only the G5 and G6 SNPS were found. This 
shows that there is genetic variability in sheep breeds around the world due to different selection 
pressures of different populations. 
5.3 Variant association with litter size: 
An association between any possible variations in the amplicons analysed in this study and litter size 
had the potential to be studied in ewes from HTSI. However, because only four ewes had the AB 
genotype and the other 101 samples had the AA genotype, which could have been used in this 
analysis, it would not have given a result that had statistical power. Another issue with the birth rank 
data of HTSI was that some of the ewe lambs (in subsequent years mated) had no information on 
birth rank. It is assumed that either these ewes were dry, culled or died of natural causes. Therefore, 
in the future, the fate of all ewes used in this type of study need to be accounted for to draw 
conclusions. 
The literature does not currently report any influence of either SNP (G5 or G6) on an association with 
reproductive potential. G5 is unlikely to cause a change as the nucleotide polymorphism A978G does 
not change the glutamine amino acid at position 326 in the full-length unprocessed protein. G6 on 
the other hand has more potential to influence folliculogenesis and therefore fecundity and litter 
size, since there is a change in the amino acid sequence from V332I. The structure of the two 
different amino acids are shown in Figure 17. They have similar properties in that they are both non-
polar with branched hydrophobic chains. The difference between them is that isoleucine has an extra 
CH2 group on one of the branches compared with valine and this extra length could alter the 
structure of the protein. The change in nucleotide in both variants could affect the stability of the 
transcript and thus its processing during exon splicing or export to the ribosomes. It could also be 
that the variation found here may be linked to variation elsewhere in the gene that affects either the 
coding sequence or the expression of the gene. Further research is required to confirm these 
possibilities. 
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5.4 Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium: 
Dorset Down, Romney and Lincoln sheep sample populations were not in Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium, while all other breeds were. Therefore, the genotype frequencies deviate from the 
expected based on the proportions of the variants, A and B present in each of the breed sample 
populations. There are many influences that could be behind the breeds not being in equilibrium, 
which include mutation, sire effects, gene flow, genetic drift and inbreeding. These reasons also 
mean that none of the populations meet the Hardy-Weinberg assumptions. It is rare that any 
population ever does, but whether any of the breeds are or are not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
can still be analysed to determine the variant proportion characteristics of the breeds (Andrews, 
2010). As the samples taken are not truly random, it would not be justifiable to say that a particular 
breed is not in equilibrium, however these results may give an indication.  
5.5 Male and female effects: 
Analysis could not be carried out on the frequency of variants based on the gender of the sheep. 
Many of the samples did not carry this information. However, it would be expected that male and 
female individuals in each breed would have the same variant frequencies because GDF9 is located 
on an autosome and is expressed in both genders. 
5.6 Variation in GDF9 between species could reveal important SNPs that are 
associated with fecundity: 
The alignment of the sheep GDF9 protein sequence against the mouse, human, cow and dog is given 
in A.3. All 5 are relatively similar, although, the cow sequence is the most similar to sheep. It could be 
that GDF9 sequences are most similar between mammals that have a similar fecundity. With the 
examples used and based on litter size, the cow and human sequences would be expected to be 
similar as the most common litter size for each is one. Mice and dogs would also be expected to be 
the most similar due to having larger litter sizes, with sheep being slightly different again. By visual 
observation, the dog, mouse and human sequence appear to share many of the same variations, 
which are different from sheep. Further comparisons using statistical methods from a range of 
mammals would be required to fully determine these possibilities. 
The seqeunces between the different mammals are much more conserved after the furin-processing 
site than before it. The mature GDF9 protein is derived from the sequence after this site, and the 
amino acids are very similar between the species there. It seems as though prior to this site the 
similarity is not as important although there are still regions of conserved sequences between the 
different mammals. de Souza et al. (2014) suggests that the furin-processing site is conserved across 
species, however it is not in mice. Instead of the protein sequence being RHRR, it is RRRR. FecGV is 
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also a SNP at this position, which results in a substitution giving CHRR. Therefore, this site is not as 
conserved as de Souza et al. suggests. 
Another point to note is that this is the comparison of only one animals sequence. It is already know 
that in sheep alone there are many SNPs present that result in amino acid changes. Therefore, given 
another set of protein sequence data for each mammal, there may or may not be more variations 
between the mammals. The one sequence given does not account for all variation present; it is just 
one sequence of the entire population used as reference sequence in GenBank.  
5.7 Using GDF9 to improve flock performance: 
The variants found in this study could not be used for improving flock performance or marker 
development until more analysis between the presences of either SNP present in the variants can be 
associated with reproductive potential if there is an affiliation. A wider analysis that incorporates 
more sheep from a wider range of farms for each breed could still reveal any of the other SNPs that 
were located within the amplicon region. It may even reveal a novel SNP. 
However, if the variants, FecGH and FecGT were to be present, they should be bred out of the 
population as they are not advantageous when the individual is homozygous, as they result in 
sterility of the ewe. Although both heterozygotes increase litter size, it would require a precise 
management plan to ensure all offspring destined for replacement were heterozygous. 
Gene-marker technology could be used on all lambs born and those homozygous for the sterile 
variants or the alternate homozygous form could be destined for cull, while those that were 
heterozygous would remain for use in the breeding population. The issue with this scheme is that it 
would cost a lot of time and money to get the samples. Although blood samples could be collected at 
tailing when all lambs are handled anyway, Identifying them again later by reading their tags in the 
yards could prove inefficient and difficult, although, with EID tags they can be automatically drafted 
off the next time they are brought in. For this reason the FecGH and FecGT variants are best avoided.  
From the other SNP variants reported in the literature it is difficult to determine which is the most 
advantageous. The studies have been carried out using a range of sheep breeds from different areas 
of the world and even the environment from year to year alters lambing percent, hence the 
comparison is not easily possible. In the case of the G1 SNP, G1 homozygous ewes have not been 
reported and hence the reproductive potential of them is unknown. This is also the case for the 
G729T SNP, reported in Small Tail Han Sheep and FecGV. Further studies that include the study of the 
homozygous variants are required to make further justifications as to whether these SNPs are worth 
incorporating into a flock. 
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If one of the other SNPs, that has an association with increased reproductive potential, is found in a 
breed, it should be taken advantage of to increase litter size to an amount that is manageable for 
that farm system to improve productivity.  
There may also be interactions between polymorphisms which need to be taken into account, such 
as two present without the other may result in no effect, while when the SNPs are inherited together 
they cause an effect.  
5.8 Discussion of the methods: 
5.8.1 Number and variety of breeds used: 
The samples used in this study, were ones that were available for use from the Lincoln University 
Gene-Marker Laboratory and had been sent in by farmers who had previously wanted tests done on 
these sheep.  Accordingly they were not randomly chosen to represent the New Zealand population 
of each breed. This study has been an observational study only. There was insufficient time to collect 
a random sample of bloods from each of the breeds. By analysing approximately 20 samples per 
breed via PCR-SSCP, the chance to find variation was possible. Approximately four farms per breed 
were also used in the study to account for variation that may have occurred between farms. 
Therefore all results should be viewed with care and only be viewed as an indication of what the 
variant frequencies were for each breed. 
5.8.2 PCR-SSCP:  
PCR-SSCP analysis was developed by Orita et al. (1989) to detect DNA polymorhisms, even with a 
change in only one nucleotide. It has been used successfully in this study and by Hanrahan et al. 
(2004), Abdoli, Zamani, Deljou, & Rezvan (2013) and Chu et al. (2011), because the methods are 
simple and in this study 25 samples per gel can be analysed at once, without the cost being too high. 
A limiting factor of the method here is that it takes three days to extract, amplify and genotype the 
DNA samples. However, with efficient use of time during processing, this length of time is not as 
important.  
The methods used for PCR-SSCP analysis were firstly revised to ensure the optimal protocol was used 
to enable the best visibility of the bands on the gels. 
The use of 5x Q solution is to optimise the PCR solution and it works in conjunction with Taq 
polymerase (Qiagen, n.d.). It alters the melting behaviour of the DNA and improves PCR when 
templates with a high degree of GC-rich areas are used (Qiagen, n.d.). 
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The methods used for PCR were initially the standard methods used in the Lincoln University Gene-
Marker Laboratory. These were then optimised for the DNA that was used. The extraction procedure 
was never altered. The PCR-SSCP conditions were modified to enhance the band definition on the 
gels. Initially 0.6 µL of MgCl2 was used per sample, but was increased to 1.5 µL as the bands did not 
appear clearly on the gels. Extra MgCl2 was added due to the age of the DNA first used which may 
have contained more contaminants that was affecting the PCR product. To also enhance band clarity 
the number of cycles run during PCR was increased from 35 cycles to 42 cycles to increase the 
concentration of DNA in the product. The amount of SSCP loading dye used initially was halved, to 
concentrate the amount of DNA loaded into each well in order to increase the clarity of the bands. 
The amount of SSCP loading dye and DNA loaded into each well of the gel was increased from 10 μL 
to 15 μL to improve the clarity of the bands.  
Even with these alterations to the methods, not all the DNA samples extracted became visible on 
SSCP gel. The DNA extraction method proposed by Zhou, Hickford, & Fang, (2006) is optimized for 
blood stored for up to 5 years. The majority of the blood samples used in this study were over 5 years 
old and therefore the DNA contained on the FTA cards may have deteriorated in this time. Another 
problem was that some of the samples they had already been punched numerous times for use in 
other studies. This meant that only the edges of the blood stain that could be punched which may 
have not contained enough DNA for adequate analysis. 
The specificity of the SSCP gel is stronger than that of the agarose gel, therefore some samples that 
did not show on the agarose gel would often still show on the SSCP gel. Once the PCR protocol was 
working and DNA bands were appearing on the SSCP gel, the use of agarose gels to check 
amplification was no longer performed. 
5.8.3 Statistical  analyses: 
Many of the expected values for analysing the genotype frequency were below five in the BB 
genotype column, therefore the Chi-square analysis is an inadequate analysis to draw conclusions 
from for this data. A bar graph was instead produced to illustrate the genotype patterns between the 
breeds. 
Based on the results of the between farm differences of HTSI, Kohunui and Waihi, it showed that 
variant frequency of the A variant and B variant were statistically all different from one another for 
Romney, therefore each population was self-similar. All samples coming from the same farm can be 
considered as pseudo-replicates as they are not independent from one another due to being under 
the same selection pressure and similar, if not the same, blood lines. To increase the statistical 
power, more farms would have to be sampled. HTSI, due to the large sample number would, have a 
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smaller confidence interval and therefore be representative of itself rather than the whole of the 
Romney breed. Therefore, it was concluded that the total of the Romney samples should not be 
included in the chi-square analysis because although the accuracy was high for each farm, the 
precision of being at the mean for Romney’s was not, due to the unequal number of samples on each 
farm. This would have had an effect on the Chi-square analysis by influencing the total means to be 
more similar to the Romney means. Instead, for the Romney group to be similar to the other breeds, 
five samples from each of the three farms were used in the chi-square analysis.  
5.9 A future experimental procedure: 
This study was an observational study only, because the samples used were already collected by 
farmers wishing to get tests done on their sheep by the Lincoln University Gene-Marker Laboratory. 
In future an experimental design could be used to draw conclusions that are representative of the 
New Zealand sheep population of each breed. To do this, research would need to involve many farms 
around the country that include the breeds wished to be studied. From there, a random sample of 
farms should be chosen. This would consist of sheep from the North and South Islands as well as a  
variety of farms with different reproduction related selection pressures. The effect of the different 
environments farms are located in could also be analysed in comparison to variant frequency. On 
each farm a random sample of the total population would also have to be taken. This would remove 
the bias of the farmer choice of which individuals are sampled as is the case in this study. By also 
knowing what farm all the breeds came from, the farmer’s selection pressure for fecundity could also 
be eliminated. 
5.10 Suggestions for the future study of GDF9: 
This study has only been able to identify that there are two SNPs present in the portion of exon 2 
amplified in the breeds studied at varying proportions. There is still more to understand about GDF9 
in New Zealand sheep breeds, and its association with fecundity and therefore litter size. The 
following are suggestions for future studies: 
 The rest of GDF9 needs to analysed for possible polymorphisms present for each New 
Zealand sheep breed. This should include all of exon 1, the intron and the rest of exon 2. The 
5’ and 3’ untranslated regions may also be of interest.  
 A wide range of breeds from numerous farms should be analysed to give a higher chance for 
finding new or previously reported SNPs. 
 The determination of possible associations of GDF9 with birth rank should also be studied. In 
order to do this multiple years of birth rank data is required for each ewe, therefore each 
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ewe and her lambs should carry electronic tags for easy identification and data extraction. It 
would be of particular interest to compare ewes that have lambing history of twins/triplets 
with those that have singles or are often dry. The issue with analysing those that are dry each 
year is that farmers usually cull these ewes, as they are not profitable to the farm, the 
second year of being dry.  
 The effect of allelic variations in GDF9 should also be studied in comparison with 
spermatogenesis in males, although prior study reports that males lacking GDF9 are still 
fertile (Zhao, et al., 2011), the authors did not study if sperm quality was affected.  
 It would also be interesting to study whether or not GDF9 is required to maintain pregnancy 
or affect the ability of females to give birth. GDF9 may also effect other physiological 
characteristics. 
 Gene markers should be derived for advantageous SNPs in association with litter size and 
validated against many mobs. 
Therefore, there is plenty still to be discovered about the full characteristics of GDF9 and its function 
with various polymorphisms presents. 
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Appendix A 
Published Sequences of GDF9  
A.1 Coding sequence and amino acid sequence: Exon 1 of GDF9 (GenBank 
accession number: AF078545.2) 
     1 ATGGCGCTTCCCAACAAATTCTTCCTTTGGTTTTGCTGCTTTGCCTGGCTCTGTTTTCCT  
     1 -M--A--L--P--N--K--F--F--L--W--F--C--C--F--A--W--L--C--F--P- 
                                                                    
    61 ATTAGCCTTGATTCTCTGCCTTCTAGGGGAGAAGCTCAGATTGTAGCTAGGACTGCGTTG 
    21 -I--S--L--D--S--L--P--S--R--G--E--A--Q--I--V--A--R--T--A--L- 
                                                                    
   121 GAATCTGAGGCTGAGACTTGGTCCTTGCTGAACCATTTAGGTGGGAGACACAGACCTGGT 
    41 -E--S--E--A--E--T--W--S--L--L--N--H--L--G--G--R--H--R--P--G- 
                                                                    
   181 CTCCTTTCCCCTCTCTTAGAGGTTCTGTATGATGGGCACGGGGAACCCCCCAGGCTGCAG 
    61 -L--L--S--P--L--L--E--V--L--Y--D--G--H--G--E--P--P--R--L--Q- 
 
   241 CCAGATGACAGAGCTTTGCGCTACATGAAGAGGCTCTATAAGGCATACGCTACCAAGGAG 
    81 -P--D--D--R--A--L--R--Y--M--K--R--L--Y--K--A--Y--A--T--K--E- 
                                                                    
   301 GGGACCCCTAAATCCAACAGACGCCACCTCTACAACACTGTTCGGCTCTTCACCCCCTGT 
   101 -G--T--P--K--S--N--R--R--H--L--Y--N--T--V--R--L--F--T--P--C- 
 
      361 GCTCAGCACAAGCAGGCTCCTGGGGACCTGGCGGCAG 
   121 -A--Q--H--K--Q--A--P--G--D--L--A--A- 
 
A.2 Coding sequence and amino acid sequence: Exon 2 of GDF9 (GenBank 
accession number: AF078545.2) 
   398 GAACCTTTCCATCAGTGGATCTG 
   133 G--T--F--P--S--V--D--L- 
 
      421 CTGTTTAACCTGGATCGTGTTACTGTTGTGGAACATTTATTCAAGTCAGTTTTGCTATAT 
   141 -L--F--N--L--D--R--V--T--V--V--E--H--L--F--K--S--V--L--L--Y- 
                                                                 
   481 ACTTTCAACAACTCCATTTCTTTTCCCTTTCCTGTTAAATGTATATGCAACCTGGTGATA 
   161 -T--F--N--N--S--I--S--F--P--F--P--V--K--C--I--C--N--L--V--I- 
 
   541 AAAGAGCCAGAGTTTTCTAGCAAGACTCTCCCTAGAGCTCCATACTCATTTACCTATAAC 
   181 -K--E--P--E--F--S--S--K--T--L--P--R--A--P--Y--S--F--T--Y--N- 
 
   601 TCACAGTTTGAATTTAGAAAGAAATACAAATGGATGGAGATTGATGTGACGGCTCCTCTT 
   201 -S--Q--F--E--F--R--K--K--Y--K--W--M--E--I--D--V--T--A--P--L- 
                                                                    
   661 GAGCCTCTGGTGGCCTCCCACAAGAGGAATATTCACATGTCTGTAAATTTTACATGTGCG 
   221 -E--P--L--V--A--S--H--K--R--N--I--H--M--S--V--N--F--T--C--A- 
                                                              
   721 AAAGACCAGCTGCAGCATCCTTCAGCGCGGGACAGCCTGTTTAACATGACTCTTCTCGTA 
   241 -K--D--Q--L--Q--H--P--S--A--R--D--S--L--F--N--M--T--L--L--V- 
                                                                
   781 GCGCCCTCACTGCTTTTGTATCTGAACGACACAAGTGCTCAGGCTTTTCACAGGTGGCAT 
   261 -A--P--S--L--L--L--Y--L--N--D--T--S--A--Q--A--F--H--R--W--H- 
  
   841 TCCCTCCACCCTAAAAGGAAGCCTTCACAGGGTCCTGACCAGAAGAGAGGGCTATCTGCC 
   281 -S--L--H--P--K--R--K--P--S--Q--G--P--D--Q--K--R--G--L--S--A- 
                                                                    
   901 TACCCCGTGGGAGAAGAAGCTGCTGAGGGTGTAAGATCGTCCCGTCACCGCAGAGACCAG 
   301 -Y--P--V--G--E--E--A--A--E--G--V--R--S--S--R--H--R--R--D--Q- 
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                        G               A 
   961 GAGAGTGCCAGCTCTGAATTGAAGAAGCCTCTGGTTCCAGCTTCAGTCAATCTGAGTGAA 
   321 -E--S--A--S--S--E--L--K--K--P--L--V--P--A--S--V--N--L--S--E- 
                                                              
  1021 TACTTCAAACAGTTTCTTTTTCCCCAGAATGAATGTGAGCTCCATGACTTTAGACTTAGC 
   341 -Y--F--K--Q--F--L--F--P--Q--N--E--C--E--L--H--D--F--R--L--S- 
                                                   
  1081 TTTAGTCAGCTGAAGTGGGACAACTGGATTGTGGCCCCACACAAATACAACCCTCGATAC 
   361 -F--S--Q--L--K--W--D--N--W--I--V--A--P--H--K--Y--N--P--R--Y- 
                                                                
  1141 TGTAAAGGGGACTGTCCCAGGGCGGTCGGACATCGGTATGGCTCTCCGGTTCACACCATG 
  381 -C--K--G--D--C--P--R--A--V--G--H--R--Y--G--S--P--V--H--T--M- 
                                                   
  1201 GTGCAGAACATCATCCATGAGAAACTTGACTCCTCAGTGCCAAGACCATCCTGTGTACCT 
   401 -V--Q--N--I--I--H--E--K--L--D--S--S--V--P--R--P--S--C--V--P- 
                                                                    
  1261 GCCAAGTATAGCCCTTTGAGTGTTTTGGCCATCGAGCCTGATGGCTCAATCGCTTATAAA 
   421 -A--K--Y--S--P--L--S--V--L--A--I--E--P--D--G--S--I--A--Y--K- 
                                                
  1321 GAATATGAAGATATGATAGCCACTAAGTGTACCTGTCGTTAA 
   441 -E--Y--E--D--M--I--A--T--K--C--T--C--R- 
 
A.3 GDF9 Sequence from sheep, mouse, human, cow and dog aligned using 
the sequences from GenBank accession numbers: AF078545.2, 
NC000005.10, NC000077.6, AC000164.1 and NM001168013.1, 
respectively. Furin processing site is underlined in the sheep sequence 
Sheep MALPNKFFLWFCCFAWLCFPISLDSLPSRGEAQIVARTALESEAETWSLLNHLGGRHRPG 
Mouse MALPSNFLLGVCCFAWLCFLSSLSSQASTEESQSGASENVESEADPWSLLLPVDGTDRSG 
Human MARPNKFLLWFCCFAWLCFPISLGSQASGGEAQIAASAELESGAMPWSLLQHIDERDRAG 
Cow MALPNKFFLWFCCFAWLCFPISLDSQPSRGEAQIVARTALESEAETWSLLKHLDGRHRPG 
Dog MALLSNFFLWFFCLTLLCFPISLGSQVSRGEARAAAGAESESVAEPWSLLRPPDGRDRSG 
 
Sheep LLSPLLEVLYDGHGEPPRLQPDDRALRYMKRLYKAYATKEGTPKSNRRHLYNTVRLFTPC 
Mouse LLPPLFKVLSDRRGETPKLQPDSRALYYMKKLYKTYATKEGVPKPSRSHLYNTVRLFSPC 
Human LLPALFKVLSVGRGGSPRLQPDSRALHYMKKLYKTYATKEGIPKSNRSHLYNTVRLFTPC 
Cow LLSPLLNVLYDGHREPPRLQPDDRALSYMKRLYKAYATKEGTPKSNRSHLYNTVRLFTPC 
Dog FLSPLFKVLYDGQGGQGGT-P--RALRYMKRLYKACATKEGIPKSNRSPLYNTVRLFTSC 
    
Sheep AQHKQAPGDLAAGTFPSVDLLFNLDRVTVVEHLFKSVLLYTFNNSISFPFPVKCICNLVI 
Mouse AQQEQAPSNQVTGPLPMVDLLFNLDRVTAMEHLLKSVLLYTLNNSASSSSTVTCMCDLVV 
Human TRHKQAPGDQVTGILPSVELLFNLDRITTVEHLLKSVLLYNINNSVSFSSAVKCVCNLMI 
Cow AQHKQAPGDQAAGTLPSVDLLFNLDRVTVVEHLFKSVLLYTFNNSISFPFPVKCICNLVI 
Dog AQHTQAPGDQATGSVPPVDLLFNLDRVPPVEHLLKSGLLYSFSNSISFPSAVKCLCHLVI 
 
Sheep KEPEFSSKTLPRAPYSFTYNSQFEFRKKYKWMEIDVTAPLEPLVASHKRNIHMSVNFTCA 
Mouse KEAMSSGRAPPRAPYSFT-------LKKHRWIEIDVTSLLQPLVTSSERSIHLSVNFTCT 
Human KEPKSSSRTLGRAPYSFTFNSQFEFGKKHKWIQIDVTSLLQPLVASNKRSIHMSINFTCM 
Cow KEPEFSSKTLPRAPYSFTFNSQFEFRKKYKWIEIDVTAPLEPLVASHKRNIHMSVNFTCV 
Dog KEPEFSSWTPQRAPSLLTFNSQFELKKKYKWFEVDVTTALRPLVALHKRSLHMSVNFTCV 
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Sheep KDQLQHPSARDSLFNMTLLVAPSLLLYLNDTSAQAFHRWHSLHPKRKPSQGPDQKRGLSA 
Mouse KDQV--PE--DGVFSMPLSVPPSLILYLNDTSTQAYHSWQSLQSTWRPLQHPGQA-GVAA 
Human KDQLEHPSAQNGLFNMT-LVSPSLILYLNDTSAQAYHSWYSLHYKRRPSQGPDQERSLSA 
Cow RNQQQDPVAQDSLFNMTLLLAPSLLLYLNDTSAQAFHRWHSLHPKRKPSQDPDQKRGLSA 
Dog RNQQQDPVAQDGPWNRTLLVPPSLLLYLNDTSAQAHHRWDSLHYKRRSSQRADQKGGLSA 
 
Sheep YPVGEEAAEGVRSS--RHRRDQESASSELKKPLVPASVNLSEYFKQFLFPQNECELHDFR 
Mouse RPVKEEAIEVERSP—-RRRRGQKAIRSEAKGPLLTASFNLSEYFKQFLFPQNECELHDFR 
Human YPVGEEAAEDGRSSHHRHRRGQETVSSELKKPLGPASFNLSEYFRQFLLPQNECELHDFR 
Cow CPMGEEAAEGVRLS--RHRRDQESVSSELKKPLVPASFNLSEYFKQFLFPQNECELHDFR 
Dog CPIGEESTEGGRSS--RHRRGQDTVSLELHKPLAPASFNLSEYLKHFLFPQHECELHDFR 
 
Sheep LSFSQLKWDNWIVAPHKYNPRYCKGDCPRAVGHRYGSPVHTMVQNIIHEKLDSSVPRPSC 
Mouse LSFSQLKWDNWIVAPHRYNPRYCKGDCPRAVRHRYGSPVHTMVQNIIYEKLDPSVPRPSC 
Human LSFSQLKWDNWIVAPHRYNPRYCKGDCPRAVGHRYGSPVHTMVQNIIYEKLDSSVPRPSC 
Cow LSFSQLKWDNWIVAPHKYNPRYCKGDCPRAVGHRYGSPVHTMVMNIIHEKLDSSVPRPSC 
Dog LSFSQLKWDNWIVAPHRYNPRYCKGDCPRAVGHRYGSPVHTMVQNIIHEKLNSSVPRPSC 
 
Sheep VPAKYSPLSVLAIEPDGSIAYKEYEDMIATKCTCR 
Mouse VPGKYSPLSVLTIEPDGSIAYKEYEDMIATRCTCR 
Human VPAKYSPLSVLTIEPDGSIAYKEYEDMIATKCTCR 
Cow VPAKYSPLSVLAIEPDGSIAYKEYEDMIATKCTCR                              
Dog VPAKYSPLSVLTIEPDGSIAYKEYEDMIATKCTCR 
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Appendix B 
Raw Data  
B.1 Proportions for reference to the graphs presented in the results. 
Table B. 1: The proportion of AA, AB and BB genotypes present in each breed. 
  Genotype Proportion 
Breed AA AB BB 
Coopworth 0.78 0.17 0.06 
Corriedale 0.96 0.04 0.00 
Dorper 0.47 0.53 0.00 
Dorset Down 0.83 0.06 0.11 
Drysdale 0.50 0.42 0.08 
Finnish Landrace 0.71 0.29 0.00 
Lincoln 0.67 0.17 0.17 
Merino 0.45 0.41 0.14 
Perendale 0.83 0.11 0.06 
Poll Dorset 0.63 0.31 0.06 
Romney 0.81 0.15 0.04 
South Down 0.15 0.25 0.60 
Suffolk 0.44 0.50 0.06 
Texel 0.73 0.20 0.07 
White Dorper 0.47 0.47 0.06 
Table B. 2: The proportion of A and B variants present in each breed.  
  Variant Proportion 
Breed A B 
Coopworth 0.86 0.14 
Corriedale * 0.98 0.02 
Dorper 0.73 0.27 
Dorset Down 0.86 0.14 
Drysdale 0.71 0.29 
Finnish Landrace 0.86 0.14 
Lincoln 0.75 0.25 
Merino 0.66 0.34 
Perendale 0.89 0.11 
Poll Dorset 0.78 0.22 
Romney  0.88 0.12 
South Down ** 0.28 0.73 
Suffolk 0.69 0.31 
Texel 0.83 0.17 
White Dorper 0.71 0.29 
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Table B. 3: Proportion of A and B variants for the Romney sheep from each farm.  
 Variant Proportion 
Farm A B 
Romney (HT SI) * 0.96 0.04 
Romney (Kohunui) ** 0.88 0.13 
Romney (Waihi) *** 0.64 0.36 
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